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The “Best of Bellevue” votes are in!!Each winner
was chosen by YOU. Not by a software program, not
by throwing darts, and not by a small group of
opinionated people cloistered in a soundproof
room.!Congratulations to all who won!
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BEST INTERIOR DESIGNERBEST LANDSCAPER

TRI"SCAPE/ 
LOCHWOOD LOZIER

BEST HOME DECOR

VERITABLES INTERIORS
BY POPOV

LOCHWOODLOZIER.CO
M 425.576.9200

VERITABLES.DESIG
N 425.455.8335

BYPOPOV.CO
M
425.403.6060

The Landscape division of Lochwood-
Lozier Custom Homes, Tri-Scape Land-
scaping, o!ers uncompromising quality and
craftsmanship in every design. Tri-Scape
creates timeless landscapes that include
softscape, hardscape, waterscape, and
everything in between. By incorporat- ing
materials and the architectural style of
your home, Tri-Scape establishes a visual
marriage between the indoor and outdoor
spaces. Additionally, their landscape team
can be contracted to perform routine and
proper maintenance to keep your yard
looking its best. Let them create an out-
door oasis for your home that family and
friends will enjoy for generations to come.

Inspired by the shops on the Left Bank
in Paris, Veritables purveys classic
design with a modern sensibility.
Whether you want a few updates to fall
in love with your home again, or are
starting from scratch, you will be
transported by the thought- fully
compiled and edited collections of
furniture, accessories and gifts. Marie
Harris o!ers full design services and can
help you identify the style that
resonates with you by combining
diverse concepts - comfortable and
elegant, vintage and modern - to align
your way of life with your ideal
environment.

Interiors by Popov is a PNW-based
design studio that specializes in
delivering visu- ally stunning, highly-
functional interiors that seamlessly
integrate form and func- tion above all.
Helmed by Anna Popov—a creative
visionary with deep technical knowledge
and a European savoir-faire— the #rm’s
ethos is rooted in a systematic approach
to intentional design—each space is
uniquely tailored to serve as a sanctuary
and a support system to each particular
homeowner(s) based on their everyday
needs and how they want to live.
Interiors by Popov’s homes are livable,
beautiful, contextually relevant, and sen-
sorially invigorating.
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Best Home Decor, Veritables

Best Landscaper, Tri-Scape/Lochwood Lozier

Best Interior Designer,
Interiors By Popov
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